CONVOCATION

Dean Watson Tells Of Student Housing Plan

by Allen Carroll

Margaret Watson, Dean of Students Affairs, has announced housing procedures for the semester beginning in September of 1971. The final plan was arrived at after fourteen hours of negotiations with the militant group Tearful Shouters and Janitors for Housing OUR WAY.

At the close of the meeting, Dean Watson manifested exultation.

"We hope our plan will be acceptable to as many cliques as possible. If not, too bad.

The plan is as follows: No action will be taken until students arrive next September. At that time, students will arrive in the normal manner, but will be temporarily housed in Crozier-Williams and Palmer Library. After freshman orientation period and the arrival of 입學 students will arrive in the normal manner, but will be temporarily housed in Crozier-Williams and Palmer Library. After freshman orientation period and the arrival of 입学 students will arrive in the normal manner, but will be temporarily housed in Crozier-Williams and Palmer Library.

When a question about the problem of making seeking room in on-floor dormitories. Dean Watson said, "We would assume that the men on this campus would naturally want to be apart from women. We feel that this happens to be in power at the time."

The old station will be set up in Harkness dining room, Smith-Burdick dining room, and Harris Refectory to handle injures from trampling or fighting.

"Every person is on his own, i.e., a particularly fast person is not permitted to stake claims for an entire clique. Any cooperating students for the acquisition of groups of rooms will result in their immediate banishment to Oceo."
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Satyagraha Is Dead

Satyagraha is dead, after a long illness.

After spring vacation, the campus newspaper will return, but with a new name, a new format, and new ideas. We hope that by introducing several specific changes, the transition will be more than a superficial one.

1) We need a new name for our paper. Suggestions will be welcomed and a prize of two bottles of Boone's Farm Apple Wine will be awarded to the lucky winner. The decision of the editors will be final.

2) We want to enlargethe staff both in the sense of increasing the number of contributors and involving a greater number of people in actual publication.

3) We wish to emphasize creativity; poems and creative photography will be sought and used much more.

4) We encourage the contribution of essays and Controversy columns.

5) We hope to include long-range investigative articles and features.

Satyagrahawash is our first step—our break with the old.

In order to make our goals a reality, we need increased participation from the entire campus. We are more than willing to change the newspaper—we have made the initial move—but we can not do it alone. We need people to not only contribute but to give us new and fresh ideas.

We encourage all those who are even remotely interested in working for the newspaper to attend a meeting tonight at 7:00 in the newspaper office in Crc (across from the water fountain and next to the Coke machine). Help us.

Satyagrahawash?

This issue of Satyagrahawash was meant only in good clean fun. Any reference to actual situations are purely coincidental, though intentional.
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Established in 1916 and Published by the Students of Connecticut College Every Tuesday While the College is in Session Except During Examination and Vacation Periods. Second Class Entry Authorized at New London, Connecticut.
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ATTENTION ECOLOGY FREAKS: SURVIVAL will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Lounge of Crozier-Wzlliams.

Recycling, outings, etc. will be discussed. COME.

WCNI

650 on your AM dial

The Placement Office has recently announced a work-study program in Sioux Valley. Only male students 15 or over need apply. Possible options for Laos, Cambodia, and North Vietnam.

The books for last semester’s Sociology 211 course have arrived in the Bookstore.

Mail service has been cancelled today because the Bookstore is now in the Poo Office. News sources have informed us that it will be at least three days before the personnel will be removed from the debris. President Nixon has declared the site a disaster area and Vice President Agnew will view the scene from the Presidential Helicopter tomorrow.

The Trustees threw President Shastri a dinner and missed.

The Child Development Department, under the auspices of the Curt Kangaroo Fellowship, intends to sponsor a colloquium delivered by Big Bird, star of “Sesame Street,” concerning “The Effects of Peanut Butter on the Unborn Fetus.” Monkeys will be served.

All those interested in petitioning against the Administration’s removal of “Dark Shadows” from television will be allowed to remove the program from this space for further (cont’d on page 5, col. 5)

SPRING FEVER VICTIMS!

KITE-FLYING CONTEST will occur on the main green this afternoon at 2:30 p.m. weather permitting.

A small number of kites will be on sale.

COME AND CELEBRATE SPRING.!
**Pinkie Shack Floats Into Thames As Geyser Gushes**

by Mary Ann... 

President Shain announced thestriking of "all the financial problems of the College have been wiped out" by his proclamation of "The College is saved!" In the college still is confronted by certain problems, the remaining financial crisis being the most serious. "I knew all we really needed was a spirit of goodwill," said President Shain.
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Phys. Ed. Informer Dispels False Rumors

by Steve Berger

A lot of nasty rumors have been circulating recently about our Physical Education department. One rumor has it that starting next year, there will be an option given. Everyone will have the choice of taking gym three sessions a week for 2 hours a session, or 2 sessions a week for 3 hours a session. This is totally untrue. There will be no option involved. Instead, we will have 5 sessions a week for 5 hours a session. Each student will be given the option of taking one or two academic classes.

Another rumor has it that due to the financial crisis the school is currently undergoing, the phys. ed. department will be forced to take on only 3 additional members next year, instead of the proposed 5. This rumor is absolutely false. The department has maintained its request for 5 new members. Furthermore, they have proven to President Shain that this will help to save money. The reasoning is that by enlarging the present staff, the college will be ensuring that all its graduates will be more physically fit. Since healthy bodies mean healthy minds, then Corn graduates will get better jobs, make more money, and thus give larger donations back to the school. So the college will be making money by spending it on the phys. ed. department.

Several other rumors which are currently circulating also have to be dispelled. There is no truth to the hearsay that Mr. Merson is planning to lock President Shain in the squash courts until he doubles her salary. This is absolutely false. To prove the nonsense of the rumor, Mr. Merson has even locked President Shain OUT of the court several times.

The other, equally scandalous rumor is that Mr. Zimmerman has ordered dorm dormitory to be evacuated, torn down and demolished. This rumor spread from the fact that Hamilton used a non-resident student in the intramural basketball tournament last week. There is absolutely no truth to this at all. Except for the fact that Hamilton will be excluded from all intramural participation for the rest of the century, there will be no additional repercussions.

There is one rumor around, however, that does seem to have some truth to it. This rumor is the one which has been related recently by an anonymous phys. ed. member. This rumor has it that all of these other rumors have been spread by some unstructured non-athletic type with Communist leanings, who has never participated in a gym class. Don’t anybody worry, though. The department has devised a plan to find him out. By requiring all students to take strenuous personal fitness tests, all undesirables will be weeded out. As a result, the college will rid itself of this nasty rumor-spreader — whoever he is. Its all as simple as gym.

Our Chaplain J. BARRIE SHEPHERD

"... leads his sheep to the fold."
Recognition Given To Campus Klutzes

by Patricia Strong

We are painfully aware of our student body's human interest coverage—i.e. the man-in-the
street—those campus clods who make life as entertaining. From the many
accounts of incidents which have been reported to us, we will
attempt to do justice to some of the best instances of klutzism.
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Conn. College Camels Humped By Sarah Lawrence

On Sat. March 15, the Conn. College Camels lost another close one to Sarah Lawrence, 66-62.

In the first half Sarah, with her defense down, was vulnerable to the powerful thrusts of the Camels' lay-ups. The second quarter ended with Brian Puglisi high scorer, and the Camels leading, 18-12.

An over-abundance of personal fouls worked against the Camels and Sarah bounced back, frustrating every drive by the Camels. Though persistent, the team was unable to convert their passes into a score and the Camels went down once again.

This loss came close on the heels of a heartbreaking defeat at the hands of the Ladies' Ad Society. Interviewed in the locker room after the game the coach said, "I don't know why these guys can't score. They've got the drive, but there's just something missing."

CAMPUS KLUTZES
(cont'd from page 5, col. 5)

Q: Any time. Don't trip over the mop on your way out.

LIBRARY
(cont'd from page 3, col. 5)

Q: What do you propose we do with the old building once the new one is built?

A: The bookstore definitely needs a new home before it collapses into the post office. But there should still be space in the old library for a brand new jail cell, a facility for which our physics teachers have been doing heavy lobbying at faculty meetings.

Q: Thank you very much, ma'am. Any time.

CAMPUS KLUTZES
(cont'd from page 5, col. 5)

To the latest addition to her never-ending collection of pet sharks and a 59-gallon aquarium for the darlings to swim in. Can anyone top that?

This is just a small sample of the many insane incidents which happen right here every day. If you have any personal gems, drop us a line and let us expose you to the world.

P.S. All names used are fictional and any resemblance to the truth (or any of those incidents sound familiar) was intentional. After all, if you can't laugh at yourself, you're really in trouble.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale: COMPLETELY FURNISHED SUMMER HOME on 130 acres, all utilities, three bedrooms, Newbury, Vermont. Price: $12,000. Contact Mr. Gardner, Accounting Office, Fanning Hall or ph. 497-0616.

For Rent: BEAUTIFUL TWO ROOM APT. Modern (very large rooms) available for sublet Jun-Aug. in Cambridge, Mass. 40 min. from Harvard Sq. Contact: Mindi Ross, box 1834 or ph. 443-5926.

PERSONAL

CONTACT, Conn's crisis center, is open from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. daily! CALL 443-6456! About anything from an irritating hangnail to more serious issues: DRAFT ABORTION etc.

To Order use the form below. Print neatly and put it in the campus mail box.

Classified ad/Satyagraha Box 1351 Connecticut College Please print your ad clearly:

□ For sale □ For rent □ Personal □ Service offered □ Other.

Name/Organization P.O. Box Dorm Phone number

All submissions are subject to revision by the editor.

on the road the easy way

It's not always easy to pack a sack and head for the places and people you'd like to be with. Sometimes you just can't get away.

And that's where we come in—with Mr. Bell's remarkable machine that puts you in touch with anyone, anywhere, anytime.

You can call clear across the country for just 85¢ plus tax, from 5 to 11 p.m. weekdays for calls you dial without operator assistance. It's only 70¢ Saturday and up to 5 p.m. Sunday.

So next time you can't get away, let us be your second best.